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Minimal generating subspaces of ``weak PBW type'' for vertex operator algebras
are studied and a procedure is developed for finding such subspaces. As applica-
tions, some results on generalized modules are obtained for vertex operator
algebras that satisfy a certain condition, and a minimal generating space of weak
PBW type is produced for V with L any positive-definite even lattice. Q 1999L
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1. INTRODUCTION
Vertex operator algebras are intimately related to Lie algebras, Lie
groups, finite groups, and lattices. In particular, vertex operator algebras
w xcan be constructed from positive-definite even lattices B, FLM , or from
w xcertain Lie algebras such as the Virasoro algebra and affine algebras FZ .
Ž w x .See also DLe, DLM4, FKRW, Hua1, La, Li2, Lia, MP, P . For instance,
Ž .for an affine algebra g associated to a finite-dimensional simple LieÃ
algebra g and for any complex number l / yh with h being the dual
Ž . Ž .Coxeter number, the generalized Verma module or Weyl module V l , 0
Ž .and its irreducible quotient L l , 0 each carries a natural vertex operator
algebra structure.
For those vertex operator algebras constructed from Lie algebras, there
are obvious generating subspaces. For example, g is a canonical generat-
Ž . Ž . 1 ning space for both V l , 0 and L l , 0 . Furthermore, if u , . . . , u is a
 i 4basis of g and ``F '' is any linear order on the set u : k G 1, 1 F i F n ,yk
Ž .then it follows from the Poincare]Birkhoff]Witt or PBW theorem thatÂ
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Ž .V l , 0 has a basis
ui1 ??? uik 1, 1.1Ž .yn yn1 k
where ui1 F ??? F uik and n , . . . , n G 1. Note, however, for the ver-yn yn 1 k1 k
Ž . Ž .tex operator algebras L l , 0 , the elements 1.1 may be linearly depen-
dent.
It is of fundamental importance to study the structure of vertex operator
algebras in terms of generators and defining relations. This is part of our
motivation for this paper. Here, for an abstract vertex operator algebra, we
study generating spaces U which play a role analogous to that of g in
Ž .L l , 0 .
We consider vertex operator algebras V such that V s [‘ V andŽn.ns0
V s C1. For such a vertex operator algebra V, set V s [‘ V , andŽ0. q Žn.ns1
Ž .define C V to be the subspace of V linearly spanned by u ¤ for1 y1
Ž . Žu, ¤ g V and by L y1 V. This is similar to the notion of Zhu's Cq 2
w x .subspace Z , where C is the linear span of u ¤ for u, ¤ g V. Let U be2 y2
Ž . w xa graded subspace of V such that V s U q C V . It was proved in Li3q q 1
that V as a vertex operator algebra is generated by U in the sense that V
is generated from the vacuum vector by repeatedly applying u for u g U,m
m g Z. We refine this result by proving that U plays the same role here as
Ž . Ž .g plays for L l , 0 without the linear independence . For convenience we
call U a generating space of weak PBW type. It is also proved that if
Ž .V s U [ C V , then U is minimal among such generating spaces. Thenq 1
Ž .calculating C V gives us a way of finding a minimal generating space of1
weak PBW type.
Ž .In classical Lie theory, the universal enveloping algebra U g together
with the PBW theorem plays a crucial role. Here we are naturally led to
Ž .the universal enveloping algebra U V associated to V, introduced by
w x Ž .Frenkel and Zhu in FZ . By definition, U V is a topological associative
Ž . Ž .algebra generated by symbols ¤ m linear in ¤ for ¤ g V, m g Z subject
to relations corresponding to the defining identities for vertex operator
Ž .algebras: the vacuum property, the L y1 -derivative property, and the
Ž .Jacobi identity. Then the category of weak V-modules Definition 2.1 is
Ž .naturally equivalent to the category of restricted continuous U V -mod-
Ž . iules defined in Section 2 . Let u run through a basis of U consisting of
 iŽ . <homogeneous elements. Define a linear order ``F '' on u m i G 1,
4 iŽ . jŽ . i jm g Z by defining u m - u n if either wt u y m y 1 ) wt u y n y 1
or wt ui y m y 1 s wt u j y n y 1 with i ) j. With the obvious notion of
iŽ .nonincreasing monomial in the u n 's we prove that such monomials span
Ž . Ž .a dense subspace of U V . As corollaries we have: a V is spanned by
iŽ .nonincreasing monomials in the u yn 's for n G 1 applied to the vacuum
Ž .vector 1; and b any lowest weight generalized V-module W s [ WŽhqn.ng N
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with lowest weight h is spanned by nonincreasing monomials in the
iŽ . iu m 's, with m - wt u y 1, applied to W .Žh.
w xIt is known DLM2, Z that Zhu's C -finiteness condition implies that2
Ž . Ž w x.Zhu's algebra A V cf. Z is finite-dimensional, so it follows from Zhu's
Ž w x.one-to-one correspondence cf. Z that V has only finitely many irre-
ducible lowest weight generalized modules up to equivalence. From our
results Zhu's C -finiteness condition further implies that each irreducible2
lowest weight generalized module is a module because Zhu's C -finiteness2
Ž . Ž .condition implies that C V is finite-codimensional Proposition 3.16 . As1
a corollary, under Zhu's C -finiteness condition on V, if a generalized2
V-module is finitely generated and lower-truncated, then it is an ordinary
w xmodule. The same conclusion was obtained in Hua2 under different
hypotheses.
Among the vertex operator algebras known to satisfy Zhu's C -finiteness2
Ž w x.condition cf. Z, DLM3 are the moonshine module vertex operator
algebra V h and the vertex operator algebras V associated to positive-defi-L
nite even lattices L, so our main result implies that V and V h haveL
finite-dimensional generating subspaces of weak PBW type. Here we
produce such a minimal generating space of V . Let L be a positive-defi-L
nite even lattice. Define
<² : 4F L s 0 / a g L a y b , b - 0 for every b / 0, a .Ž .
Ž .Let h s C m L. We prove that the subspace U s h q Ý Ci e ofZ a g F ŽL. a
Ž .V see Section 5 for the notation is a minimal generating space of weakL
Ž .PBW type. We also show that F L satisfies several properties of a root
Ž .system and, in case L is a root lattice, that F L s L , the set of elements2
of squared length 2 in L.
Let s be an automorphism of finite order of V. We define a twisted
Ž . Ž w x.universal enveloping algebra U V cf. DLin and show that resultss
parallel to those described above hold for s-twisted generalized V-mod-
ules.
w xSome ideas from G. M. T. Watt's paper Wat on W-algebras play a
crucial role in the proof of our main results in Section 3.
Ž . Ž . Ž . ‘ Ž .Set Q V s V rC V . Then Q V s [ Q V is a graded vectorq 1 nns1
Ž .space. From Corollary 3.13, the graded vector space Q V ``measures'' the
w xvertex operator algebra V in some sense. In ongoing research KL we
Ž .study vertex operator algebras V with Q V of certain special types, and
Ž .we have proved the following: 1 If V is a vertex operator algebra such
Ž . Ž .that Q V s Q V , then V is isomorphic to the vertex operator algebra1
Ã Ž w x. Ž .associated to an affine Lie algebra V cf. FZ ; and 2 if V is a vertexŽ1.
Ž . Ž .operator algebra such that Q V s Q V , then V has a natural Frobe-2 Ž2.
nius algebra structure and V is isomorphic to the vertex operator algebra
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w x Ž w x.associated to V by Lam in La see also DLM4, P . In view of theseŽ2.
results, we note that the present paper provides a new framework for
classifying vertex operator algebras.
Ž .This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we recall U V . In
Ž .Section 3 we present our main results on U V and some of their
Ž .consequences. In Section 4 we study the twisted analogue U V . Ins
Section 5 we present a minimal generating space of weak PBW type for
the vertex operator algebra V .L
2. THE UNIVERSAL ENVELOPING ALGEBRA
w x w xIn this paper we use standard notions as defined in FLM and FHL .
Throughout this paper, V will be a fixed vertex operator algebra and for
simplicity we assume that V s [‘ V and V s C1. Denote by Z theŽn. Ž0.ns0
set of integers, by N the set of nonnegative integers, and by C the field of
complex numbers.
We shall also need the following notions.
w xDEFINITION 2.1. A generalized V-module HL satisfies all the axioms
w x w xgiven in FLM and FHL for a V-module except for the two restrictions
on the homogeneous subspaces. Namely, homogeneous subspaces need
not be finite-dimensional, and the grading need not be lower-truncated. A
generalized V-module W is called a lowest weight generalized V-module if
W s [ W for some h g C and W as a V-module is generated byŽhqn.ng N
Ž .W , where W is the L 0 -eigenspace of eigenvalue l for l g C. A weakŽh. Žl.
w xV-module W DLM1 satisfies all the axioms for a V-module except for the
Ž .axioms involving the L 0 -grading. That is, there is no grading assumed for
Ž w x.a weak module. A weak V-module W is said to be N-gradable cf. Z if
Ž .there exists an N-grading W s [ W n such thatng N
u W n : W wt u y m y 1 q n 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .m
for homogeneous u g V and for m g Z, n g N, where by definition
Ž .W k s 0 for k - 0.
Among the axioms in the definition of a vertex operator algebra V, the
most important one is the Jacobi identity
z y z z y z1 2 2 1y1 y1z d Y u , z Y ¤ , z y z d Y ¤ , z Y u , zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 2 0 2 1ž / ž /z yz0 0
z y z1 0y1s z d Y Y u , z ¤ , z 2.2Ž . Ž .Ž .2 0 2ž /z2
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l m n Ž .for u, ¤ g V. For l, m, n g Z, by taking Res Res Res z z z from 2.2z z z 0 1 20 1 2
we obtain
i lqil ly1 u ¤ y y1 ¤ uŽ . Ž .Ý Ýmq lyi nqi nqlyi mqiž / ž /i i
iG0 iG0
ms u ¤ . 2.3Ž . Ž .Ý lq i mqnyiž /i
iG0
w xIn particular, by setting l s 0 and m s 0, respectively, we get B, FLM
‘
mw xu , ¤ s u ¤ , 2.4Ž . Ž .Ým n i mqnyiž /i
is0
‘
i lqilu ¤ s y1 u ¤ y y1 ¤ u . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýl lyi nqi lqnyi in ž /i
is0
Let A s [ A be a Z-graded associative algebra with identity. Wenng Z
Ž w x.are going to define a certain topology on A cf. FZ . One could equally
1well suppose that A is graded by Z for a positive integer k. For eachk
homogeneous subspace A , define a subspace A for each k g Z byn n, k
A s A A . 2.6Ž .Ýn , k nqkqi ykyi
iG0
Endow each homogeneous subspace A with the topology generated byn
 4the subspaces A , k G 0 and their translates. The topologies on alln, k
subspaces A induce a topology on the whole space A. Clearly,n
A A : A , 2.7Ž .n , k m , l mqn , l
and, therefore, the multiplication on A is continuous.
In general, the topology on A may fail to be separated, as shown by the
w y1 xLaurent polynomial algebra C t, t graded by degree. By contrast, if A is
 4a free graded associative algebra, then F A s 0 and D Ak G 0 n, k k G 0 n, yk
s A for every n g Z. For n g Z, let A be the completion of A . Then n n
direct sum A s [ A is a Z-graded topological algebra with unitnng Z
element. When A is free, A is embedded in A because each A isn
separated.
Ž . w y1 xLet U be a Z-graded vector space and let L U s C t, t m U. Make
Ž .L U a Z-graded vector space by defining
deg t m m u s deg u y m y 1 2.8Ž . Ž .
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Ž Ž ..for u a homogeneous vector in U and for m g Z. Let T L U be the
Ž . Ž Ž ..tensor algebra of L U . Then A s T L U is a free Z-graded algebra,
and so carries the uniform structure defined above. The graded completion
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..of T L U , defined by T L U s [ A , is a topological Z-gradednng Z
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..algebra and T L U is embedded in T L U . In particular, to every
vertex operator algebra V, we associate a topological Z-graded algebra
Ž Ž ..T L V .
m Ž Ž .. Ž . w xDenote the image of t m a in T L V by a m . Then following FZ ,
Ž . Ž Ž ..we define U V to be the quotient algebra of T L V modulo the Jacobi
Ž Ž ..identity relations cf. 2.3
i ly1 u m q l y i ¤ n q iŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý ž /i
iG0
lq i ly y1 ¤ n q l y i u m q iŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý ž /i
iG0
ms u ¤ m q n y i 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý lq iž /i
iG0
Ž .for u, ¤ g V and l, m, n g Z; the L y1 -deri¤ati¤e identity relation
L y1 u m s ymu m y 1 2.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
for u g V, m g Z; and the ¤acuum identity relation
1 m s d . 2.11Ž . Ž .y1 , m
Ž .From this tautological construction of U V , it is clear that every weak
Ž . Ž .V-module W is naturally a continuous U V -module, where ¤ m is
represented by ¤ for ¤ g V, m g Z. By the definition of a weak module,m
for any ¤ g V, w g W we have ¤ w s 0 for m sufficiently large. We saym
Ž . Ž .that a U V -module M is restricted if, for every ¤ g V, w g M, ¤ m w s 0
for m sufficiently large. Then it is clear that the category of continuous
Ž .restricted U V -modules is equivalent to the category of weak V-modules.
ŽAs mentioned by Dong, in the above equivalence of categories it is
Ž . .necessary to consider continuous U V -modules.
Let c be a vertex operator algebra homomorphism from V 1 to V 2.
Then it is easy to see that c induces a continuous algebra homomorphism
Ž . Ž 1. Ž 2 .U c from U V to U V such that
U h a m s c a m for a g V 1 , m g Z.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Then U is a functor from the category of vertex operator algebras to the
category of Z-graded topological associative algebras.
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Ž . Ž .Remark 2.2. Let e : L V “ U V be the natural linear map. Then we
have the following universal property. Suppose that A is a Z-graded
Ž .topological associative algebra with unit element 1 and f : L V “ A is aA
grade-preserving linear map such that the following relations hold in A:
i ly1 f u m q l y i f ¤ n q iŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý ž /i
iG0
lq i ly y1 f ¤ n q l y i f u m q iŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý ž /i
iG0
ms f u ¤ m q i y i 2.12Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý lq iž /i
iG0
for u, ¤ g V and l, m, n g Z, where the convergence of the three infinite
sums is also part of the assumption;
f L y1 u m s ymf u m y 1 2.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
for u g V, m g Z; and
f 1 m s d 1 2.14Ž . Ž .Ž . y1 , m A
for m g Z. Then there is a unique grade-preserving algebra homomor-
Ž .phism a : U V “ A such that f s a (e .
Ž .3. WEAK PBW-TYPE GENERATING SUBSPACES FOR U V
Ž .This section is the core of the paper. We recall the definition of C V1
w xfrom Li3 and prove that every graded subspace U of V with V s U [q
Ž . Ž .C V gives rise to a minimal generating space of U V with one property1
Ž . Ž .spanning of the two PBW properties spanning and linear independence .
We also present several consequences.
w x Ž .We first recall from Li3 the definition of C V :1
‘ Ž .DEFINITION 3.1. Set V s [ V . Define C V to be the subspaceq Žn. 1ns1
of V linearly spanned by elements of type
u ¤ , L y1 w 3.1Ž . Ž .y1
for u, ¤ g V , w g V.q
Ž . Ž ŽIt is clear that C V is a graded subspace of V . Since u s 1r r y1 q yr
. .Ž Ž . ry1 . Ž .1 ! L y1 u for u g V, r G 1, u ¤ g C V for u, ¤ g V , r G 1.y1 yr 1 q
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w xWe recall Proposition 3.3 from Li3 :
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let U be a graded subspace of V such that V s U qq q
Ž .C V . Then, as a ¤ertex operator algebra, V is generated by U.1
Ž .Let U be a graded subspace of V such that V s U q C V . In theq q 1
following we shall refine Proposition 3.2 by proving that V is linearly
spanned by elements
u1 ??? ur 1 3.2Ž .yk yk1 r
1 r Žfor r g N, u , . . . , u g U, and k , . . . , k G 1. A further refinement will1 r
.be given in Corollary 3.13.
Ž . Ž .Let P U be the subspace linearly spanned by elements 3.2 . We define
Ž . Ž .a filtration on P U as follows: For s g N, let P U be the subspaces
Ž .linearly spanned by elements of type 3.2 with r F s.
Ž .LEMMA 3.3. Suppose that V q ??? qV : P U for some n g N. LetŽ0. Žn.
u, ¤ g V be homogeneous ¤ectors and r G 1 such that u ¤ g V . Thenq yr Žnq1.
Ž .u ¤ g P U .yr
Ž .Proof. Since wt u q wt ¤ q r y 1 s wt u ¤ s n q 1 and wt u, wt ¤yr
Ž . Ž .) 0, we have wt u, wt ¤ F n, so that u, ¤ g P U by assumption .
Ž .We are going to use induction on s g N to prove that u ¤ g P U foryr
Ž .u g P U , r G 1. For s s 0, 1, it is clear. Assume that it is true for s ands
Ž . Ž .let u g P U . By the definition of P U , without loss of generality wesq1
X X Ž .may assume u s u b where u g U, b g P U , k G 1. By the iterateyk s
Ž .formula 2.5 , we have
u ¤ s uX b ¤Ž .yr yk yr
‘ yk j ykqjX Xs y1 u b ¤ y y1 b u ¤ . 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ž /ykyj yrqj ykyryj jž /j
js0
Since uX g U : V andq
n q 1 s wt u ¤ s wt uX b ¤Ž . Ž .yr ykyj yrqj
s wt uX q k q j y 1 q wt b ¤ ,Ž . Ž .yrqj
Ž . Ž .we have wt b ¤ F n, but then b ¤ g P U by assumption, soyrqj yrqj
X Ž . X Ž . Ž .u b ¤ g P U . Similarly, u ¤ g P U . Since b g P U , we haveykyj yrqj j s
X Ž .b u ¤ g P U by the inductive assumption. This completes the in-ykyryj j
Ž .duction. Thus u ¤ g P U .yr
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Ž .PROPOSITION 3.4. Let U be a graded subspace of V . If V s U q C V ,q q 1
Ž .then the ¤ertex operator algebra V is linear spanned by elements of type 3.2 ,
Ž .i.e., V s P U .
n Ž .Proof. We shall prove that Ý V : P U by induction on n. It isjs0 Ž j.
n Ž .clear for n s 0. Assume that Ý V : P U for some n G 0. Let w gjs0 Ž j.
Ž .V . Since V s U q C V , we may write w as a sum of elements likeŽnq1. q 1
Ž . X Xu ¤ for u, ¤ g V and L y1 w for w g V . By Lemma 3.3, we havey1 q Žn.
Ž . X Ž .u ¤ g P U . By the inductive assumption we have w g P U . Sincey1
w Ž . X x X X Ž .L y1 , u s su for any u g V, s g Z, and L y1 1 s 0, it is clearys ysy1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . X Ž .that L y1 P U : P U . Thus w s L y1 w g P U . Therefore V :Žnq1.
Ž .P U . This concludes the proof.
In the following we prove that the converse of Proposition 3.4 also holds,
so that we have:
THEOREM 3.5. Let U be a graded subspace of V . Then V is linearlyq
spanned by
u1 ??? ur 1 3.4Ž .yk yk1 r
1 r Ž .for r g N, u , . . . , u g U, and k , . . . , k G 1 if and only if V s U q C V .1 r q 1
Proof. We prove the converse of Proposition 3.4. Consider an element
Ž . Ž .¤ of type 3.4 . If r G 2, it is clear that ¤ lies in C V . Suppose that r s 1.1
1 1 Ž .If k s 1, we have ¤ s u 1 s u g U. If k G 2, by the L y1 -derivative1 y1 1
property, we have
1 k y11 11¤ s u 1 s L y1 u g C V .Ž . Ž .yk 11 k y 1 !Ž .1
The proposition follows.
Remark 3.6. It follows from Theorem 3.5 that any graded subspace U
Ž .of V with V s U [ C V is minimal among graded subspaces B of Vq q 1 q
such that V is linearly spanned by elements b1 ??? br 1 with the bi's inyk yk1 r
B and k , . . . , k G 1.1 r
Ž . w xRemark 3.7. Let V s L l , 0 be the vertex operator algebra FZ, Li2
associated to an affine algebra g of level l such that yl is not equal toÃ
Ž .the dual Coxeter number. Then it can be shown that g s V is theŽ1.
Ž .unique graded subspace complementary to C V . Similarly, if V is the1
vertex operator algebra associated to the Virasoro algebra of any central
Ž .charge, then Cv s V is the unique graded subspace complementary toŽ2.
Ž .C V .1
From now on we assume that U is a graded subspace of V such thatq
Ž . Ž .V s U q C V , or, what is equi¤alent by Theorem 3.5 , V is linearly1
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Ž .spanned by elements in 3.4 . We are going to prove that the subspace of
Ž .U V linearly spanned by all elements
u j1 n ??? u jr n 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž .1 r
for u j1, . . . , u jr g U, n , . . . , n g Z is a dense subspace.1 r
Ž .For s g N, we define B to be the subspace of U V linearly spanned bys
Ž . j1 jrall elements 3.5 with wt u q ??? qwt u F s. By definition, B : Bs sq1
for s g N. Let B be the closure of B . Then, for s, t g N,s s
B ? B : B , B ? B : B , B ? B : B , 3.6Ž .s t sqt s t sqt s t sqt
‘ Ž .so, D B is a subalgebra of U V .ss0 s
LEMMA 3.8. For any homogeneous element ¤ of V and for any m g Z,
¤ m g B . 3.7Ž . Ž .wt ¤
Proof. We are going to prove this by induction on wt ¤ . If wt ¤ s 0, it is
clear because V s C1. Assume that, for some positive integer p, theŽ0.
lemma holds for every homogeneous ¤ g V with wt ¤ F p. Let ¤ g V .Ž pq1.
By Proposition 3.4, without loss of generality we may assume
¤ s u ¤ Xyk
Ž . Xfor homogeneous u g U, ¤ g V, and k G 1. Since k G 1,
wt ¤ s wt u ¤ X s wt u q k y 1 q wt ¤ X G wt u q wt ¤ X ; 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .yk
XŽ . Xhence it suffices to show that ¤ m g B . Notice that wt ¤ - wt ¤wt uqwt ¤
XŽ . Xs p q 1 because wt u G 1, so, by the inductive assumption, ¤ n g Bwt ¤
Ž .for n g Z. Obviously, u n g B : B for n g Z. Then it follows fromwt u wt u
Ž .3.6 that
i kqiX X
Xy1 u yk y i ¤ m q i y y1 ¤ yk q m y i u i g BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . wt uqwt ¤
3.9Ž .
Ž . Žfor i G 0. The Jacobi identity relations for U V give, for every m g Z cf.
Ž ..2.5 ,
iyk X¤ m s y1 u yk y i ¤ m q iŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ŽÝ ž /i
iG0
kq1 Xy y1 ¤ yk q m y i u i ; 3.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž ..
Ž . Ž . Xhence from 3.9 we have ¤ m g B : B . This completes thewt uqwt ¤ wt ¤
induction, and so the proof.
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Ž . Ž .By the definition of U V , the subalgebra generated by ¤ m for ¤ g V,
Ž .m g Z is dense in U V . Then as an immediate corollary of Lemma 3.8 we
have:
Ž .PROPOSITION 3.9. The subalgebra D B is dense in U V .sG 0 s
 1 2 4Let U be a graded subspace of V as before and let u , u , . . .q
Ž .possibly finite be a basis for U. Let ``F '' be any linear order on the set
i <u m i G 1, m g Z . 4Ž .
A monomial
X s ui1 n ??? uir n 3.11Ž . Ž . Ž .1 r
Ž Ž ..an element of U V is said to be nonincreasing if
ui1 n G ??? G uir n . 3.12Ž . Ž . Ž .1 r
Now we are ready to prove:
THEOREM 3.10. Let U be a graded subspace of V such that either one ofq
 1 2 4the two equi¤alent conditions in Theorem 3.5 holds and let u , u , . . . be a
basis for U. Let ``F '' be any linear order on the set
i <u m i G 1, m g Z . 4Ž .
Ž .Then the subspace of U V spanned by all nonincreasing monomials is dense
Ž .in U V .
Proof. By Proposition 3.9, it suffices to prove that every monomial in
iŽ .the u m 's is a linear combination of nonincreasing monomials. This is
similar to the proof of one part of the PBW theorem for the classical
Ž w x.universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra cf. Di . Since every mono-
Ž . Ž .mial 3.11 can be written in the form s X for some nonincreasing
monomial X and some permutation s of the factors of X, by induction it
will suffice to show that if X g B , thens
s X y X g B .Ž . sy1
Furthermore, it suffices to prove the last statement for s a transposition
of adjacent factors.
For p, q G 1, m, n g Z, we have
mp q q p p qu m u n y u n u m s u u m q n y i 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý iž /i
iG0
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Ž Ž ..a finite sum in U V . Since, for i G 0,
wt u puq s wt u p q wt uq y i y 1 F wt u p q wt uq y 1,Ž .i
using Lemma 3.8 we have
p q
p qu u m q n y i g B ,Ž .Ž .i wt u qwt u y1
so that
p q q p
p qu m u n y u n u m g B .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . wt u qwt u y1
Ž .Therefore s X y X g B . The theorem follows.sy1
w xRemark 3.11. In Wat , Watts essentially proved that if there are
homogeneous elements u1, . . . , uk of V such that V is linearly spanned by
u1 ??? uk 1 3.14Ž .yn yn1 k
Ž .for n , . . . , n G 1, then V can be spanned by elements 3.14 in the1 k
Ž . w xstandard order defined after this remark . We owe to the paper Wat the
idea of defining a filtration, as above on B, and the idea for the proof of
Theorem 3.10.
In order to study lowest weight V-modules, we shall use a certain
 iŽ . < 4 iŽ .``lexicographic'' order on the set u m i G 1, m g Z . We define u m G
jŽ .u n if either
deg ui m G deg u j n 3.15Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
or
deg ui m s deg u j n and i F j. 3.16Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
i1Ž . i rŽ .A monomial X s u m ??? u m nonincreasing with respect to the1 r
order just defined above is said to be standard.
Let W s [ W be a lowest weight generalized V-module withŽhqn.ng N
Ž .lowest weight subspace W . Then W s U V W . As an immediate conse-Žh. Žh.
quence of Theorem 3.10 we have:
COROLLARY 3.12. Any lowest weight generalized V-module W s
[ W is linearly spanned by elementsŽhqn.ng N
ui1 n ??? uir n w s ui1 ??? uir w 3.17Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 r n n1 r
i1Ž . i rŽ . Ž i jŽ ..for standard monomials u n ??? u n with deg u n ) 0 and for1 r j
w g W .Žh.
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Since V s [ V and V s C1, we can specialize w to 1:Žn. Ž0.ng N
COROLLARY 3.13. V is linearly spanned by elements ui1 ??? uir 1 associ-n n1 r
i1Ž . i rŽ . Ž i jŽ ..ated to standard monomials u n ??? u n with deg u n ) 0.1 r j
As an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.12 we have:
Ž .COROLLARY 3.14. Let V be such that dim VrC V - ‘ and let W s1
[‘ W be a lowest weight generalized V-module such that dim W - ‘.Žhqn. Žh.ns0
Then all homogeneous subspaces of W are finite-dimensional; that is, W is an
Ž .ordinary module.
Remark 3.15. Let W s [‘ W be a lowest weight V-module andŽnqh.ns0
set
‘
nx 1, q s dim W q , 3.18Ž . Ž .ÝW Žnqh.
ns0
where q is a formal variable for now. Then under the assumption of
Corollary 3.14, it follows directly from Corollary 3.12 and the convergence
Ž .of the h-function that x 1, q converges absolutely for a complex numberW
< <q with q - 1.
w x Ž .In Z , Zhu constructed an associative algebra A V and established a
one-to-one correspondence between the set of equivalence classes of
Ž .irreducible A V -modules and the set of equivalence classes of irreducible
generalized V-modules. Namely, for any irreducible generalized V-module
Ž .W, the lowest weight subspace W is a natural irreducible A V -module;Žh.
Ž .conversely, for any irreducible A V -module E, there is an irreducible
generalized V-module W such that the lowest weight subspace W as anŽh.
Ž . w xA V -module is isomorphic to E. Also in Z , Zhu introduced what he
called the C -finiteness condition, which we now recall.2
Ž .Let C V be the subspace of V, linearly spanned by u ¤ for u, ¤ g V.2 y2
The vertex operator algebra V is said to satisfy the C -finiteness condition2
Ž .if VrC V is finite-dimensional. A very important consequence of V2
w xbeing C -finite, proved by Zhu in Z , is that the ``q-trace-function'' of V2
on any module satisfies a differential equation of a certain type. Then the
convergence of the q-trace functions easily follows. As indicated in one of
w x w x Ž .Zhu's propositions in Z and explicitly proved in DLM3 Proposition 3.6 ,
Ž .Zhu's C -finiteness condition implies that A V is finite-dimensional;2
hence there are only finitely many irreducible generalized V-modules up to
equivalence and so that the lowest weight subspace of any irreducible
generalized V-module is finite-dimensional. Here we shall use our result to
prove that Zhu's C -finiteness condition implies that all homogeneous2
subspaces of an irreducible generalized V-module are finite-dimensional,
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Ž .so that any irreducible generalized V-module is an ordinary V-module.
w xNote that the same conclusion was obtained in DLM2 under the assump-
Ž .tion that V is rational without the C -finiteness condition .2
PROPOSITION 3.16. We ha¤e
C V : C V . 3.19Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1
Ž .In particular, Zhu's C -finiteness condition implies that C V is finite-codi-2 1
mensional.
Ž Ž . .Proof. Notice that u ¤ s L y1 u ¤ for u, ¤ g V. If ¤ g V , theny2 y1 q
Ž .u ¤ g C V because u s 0 for u g V s C1. If ¤ g V s C1, theny2 1 y2 Ž0. Ž0.
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž . Ž .u ¤ s L y1 u ¤ g L y1 V. Therefore C V : C V .y2 y1 2 1
Ž . wSince Zhu's C -finiteness condition on V implies dim A V - ‘ Z,2
xDLM3 , it follows from Zhu's one-to-one correspondence that V has only
finitely many irreducible N-gradable weak V-modules up to equivalence
and that each of these has a finite-dimensional lowest weight subspace. By
Proposition 3.16 and Corollary 3.14 we have:
COROLLARY 3.17. Suppose that V satisfies Zhu's C -finiteness condition.2
Then there are only finitely many irreducible generalized V-modules up to
equi¤alence and each of them has finite-dimensional homogeneous subspaces.
As an immediate consequence of Corollary 3.17 we have:
COROLLARY 3.18. Suppose that V satisfies Zhu's C -finiteness condition.2
Then any finitely generated and lower-truncated generalized V-module is a
module.
w x ŽIn Hua2 , Huang defined the notion of condition A on both the
.algebra and the modules , and under this condition A proved that every
finitely generated lower-truncated generalized V-module is a module. Parts
Ž . Ž .1 and 2 of Huang's condition A are related to the conclusion of
Ž .Theorem 3.10; part 3 follows from Zhu's C -finiteness condition.2
w xRemark 3.19. In Z , Zhu's main results hold under the assumption that
V is rational and C -finite. Actually, from the rationality assumption Zhu2
Ž .only used the consequences that A V is semisimple and that every
irreducible lowest weight generalized V-module has finite-dimensional
w xhomogeneous subspaces. By Corollary 3.18, Zhu's results in Z will hold if
Ž .V satisfies the C -finiteness condition and A V is semisimple. Practically,2
Ž .it is easier to check the semisimplicity of A V than the rationality of V.
w x Ž .Remark 3.20. In Li3 , it was proved that if L 0 acts semisimply on
every weak V-module, then V satisfies Zhu's C -finiteness condition. On2
w x Ž w x.the other hand, it was proved in DLM3 cf. Z that each of the following
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Ž .vertex operator algebras satisfies Zhu's finiteness condition: i V associ-L
Ž . Ž .ated to a positive-definite even lattice L; ii L l , 0 associated to ag
Ž .finite-dimensional simple Lie algebra g and a positive integer l ; iii
Ž .L c , 0 associated to the Virasoro algebra with central charge c s 1p,q p, q
Ž .2y6 p y q rpq, where p and q are relatively prime positive integers
Ž . hgreater than 1; iv V , Frenkel, Lepowsky and Meurman's moonshine
Ž .module; and v tensor products of any of the vertex operator algebras
listed above.
Ž . Ž .It is well known and obvious that the vertex operator algebras L l , 0
Ž .associated to an affine Lie algebra and the vertex operator algebras
Ž . Ž .L c, 0 associated to the Virasoro algebra have finite-dimensional gener-
ating subspaces of weak PBW type. However, we believe that the following
is new:
COROLLARY 3.21. All of the ¤ertex operator algebras V associated toL
positi¤e-definite e¤en lattices L, as well as the moonshine module ¤ertex
operator algebra V h, ha¤e finite-dimensional generating subspaces of weak
PBW type.
Ž .Remark 3.22. Notice that for the vertex operator algebras L l , 0 with
a generic level l , the standard monomials are linearly independent. On
the other hand, the standard monomials are linearly dependent when l is
a positive integer. This is related to an interesting problem: finding a basis
w xfor all standard modules for an affine Lie algebra LW .
Remark 3.23. Note that all results of this section hold if V is a
w xquasi-vertex operator algebra FHL instead of a vertex operator algebra.
Ž .4. THE TWISTED ANALOGUE U Vs
Ž .Here we shall study the twisted universal enveloping algebra U Vs
associated to an automorphism s of V of finite order and give some
results parallel to those in Section 3.
Throughout this section, V will be a fixed vertex operator algebra V. An
automorphism of V is a linear bijection s from the underlying vector
space V to itself such that
s 1 s 1, 4.1Ž . Ž .
s v s v , 4.2Ž . Ž .
s Y u , z ¤ s Y s u , z s ¤ 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
for u, ¤ g V.
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Let V be a fixed vertex operator algebra with an automorphism s .
Ž . Ž .Then s L m s L m s for m g Z. Consequently, s V s V for n g Z.Žn. Žn.
Now suppose that the automorphism s has finite order k. Then
V s V 0 [ ??? [ V ky1 , 4.4Ž .
where
'j 2 jp y1<V s u g V s u s e u . 4.5Ž . Ž . 4
w xA s-twisted weak V-module Do2, FFR, FLM is a vector space W,
Ž . 4 Žequipped with a linear map Y from V to End W z with rational powers
.of z such that the following hold:
Ž . Ž . Ž .T1 the ¤acuum property Y 1, z s 1;
dŽ . Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . . Ž .T2 the L y1 -deri¤ati¤e property Y L y1 ¤ , z s Y ¤ , z fordz
¤ g V;
Ž . Ž . Ž . yj r k ŽŽ .. jT3 the truncation condition Y u, z w g z W z for u g V ,
w g W;
Ž . Ž .T4 the s-twisted Jacobi identity
z y z z y z1 2 2 1y1 y1z d Y u , z Y ¤ , z y z d Y ¤ , z Y u , zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1 2 0 2 1ž / ž /z yz0 0
yjrkz y z z y z1 0 1 0y1s z d Y Y u , z ¤ , z 4.6Ž . Ž .Ž .2 0 2ž / ž /z z2 2
for u g V j, ¤ g V.
The notions of s-twisted V-module, s-twisted generalized V-module,
and lowest weight generalized s-twisted V-module are defined accordingly.
w xIf a g C, then from FLM we have
ya az y z z y z z q z z q z1 0 1 0 2 0 2 0y1 y1z d s z d . 4.7Ž .2 1ž / ž / ž / ž /z z z z2 2 1 1
1 l m n Ž .For l g Z, m, n g Z, by taking Res Res Res z z z of 4.6 we ob-z z z 0 1 2k 0 1 2
tain
i lqil y1 u ¤ y y1 ¤ uŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý lqmyi nqi lqnyi mqiž /i
iG0
ms u ¤ . 4.8Ž . Ž .Ý lq i mqnyiž /i
iG0
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Specializing l to 0, we get the twisted commutator formula
mw xu , ¤ s u ¤ , 4.9Ž . Ž .Ým n i mqnyiž /i
iG0
1where m, n g Z.k
Let u g V j with 0 F j F k and ¤ g V. Then there is a nonnegative
integer N such that
Nz y z Y u , z , Y ¤ , z s 0 4.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž w x. jr k Ž . Ž .cf. DLe . Take Res z of the s-twisted Jacobi identity 4.6 in U V ,z 1 s1
Ž .first using 4.7 on the right-hand side, to get
jrkz q z Y Y u , z ¤ , zŽ . Ž .Ž .2 0 0 2
z y z1 2jr k y1s Res z z d Y u , z Y ¤ , zŽ . Ž .z 1 0 1 21 ž /ž z0
z y z2 1y1yz d Y ¤ , z Y u , zŽ . Ž .0 2 1ž / /yz0
njr k yny1s Res z z z y z Y u , z Y ¤ , zŽ . Ž . Ž .ŽÝz 1 0 1 2 1 21
n-N
ny yz q z Y ¤ , z Y u , z . 4.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž ..2 1 2 1
Ž . Ž .In view of 4.10 and 4.11 , it is legitimate to write
Y Y u , z ¤ , zŽ .Ž .0 2
nyjrk jr k yny1s z q z Res z z z y z Y u , z Y ¤ , zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý2 0 z 1 0 1 2 1 21
n-N
yjrk jr ky z q z Res zŽ .2 0 z 11
nyny1= z yz q z Y ¤ , z Y u , z , 4.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý 0 2 1 2 1
n-N
since on the right-hand side, each of the formal Laurent series in z is0
truncated from below. Note that without the restriction n - N the prod-
Ž .ucts in 4.12 would not exist.
1 p q Ž .For p g Z and q g Z, by taking Res Res z z of 4.12 we obtainz z 0 2k 0 2
the twisted iterate formula
u ¤ s c i , m u ¤Ž . Ž .Ýp jr kyiqm pqqyjr kqiymq
igN , pFm-N




mic i , m s y1Ž . Ž . k ž /i 0m y p
and
yj
miqmd i , m s y1 .Ž . Ž . k ž /i 0m y p
To define the s-twisted uni¤ersal en¤eloping algebra of V, set
0 w y1 x 1 1r k w y1 xL V s V m C t , t q V m t C t , t q ???Ž .s
ky1 Žky1.r k w y1 xq V m t C t , t , 4.14Ž .
Ž Ž ..and let T L V be the tensor algebra. We call u g V homogeneous ifs
u g V l V j for some n g N and integer j with 0 F j F k. For homoge-Žn.
1neous u g V and n g Z, definek
deg u m t n s wt u y n y 1. 4.15Ž . Ž .
1Ž .This makes L V into a Z-graded vector space, and by the induceds k
1Ž Ž ..grading T L V is Z-graded. As in the case of a Z-graded algebra,s k
Ž Ž ..treated in Section 2, we define a topology on the algebra A s T L V ,s
Ž Ž ..and let T L V be the graded completion [ A . We defines lg Ž1r k .Z l
Ž . Ž Ž ..U V to be the quotient algebra of T L V modulo relations parallel tos s
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.9 ] 2.11 : the vacuum identity relation, the L y1 -derivative identity
Ž Ž ..relation, and the s-twisted Jacobi identity relations in T L V corre-s
Ž .sponding to 4.8 . Then the category of s-twisted weak V-modules is
Ž .naturally isomorphic to the category of restricted continuous U V -mod-s
ules.
For convenience, when there is no danger we abuse the notation to
1Ž .write u n s u for u g V, n g Z, so thatn k
yny1 yny1  4Y u , z s u z s u n z g U V z .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn s
Ž . Ž .ng 1rk Z ng 1rk Z
Ž . Ž .Then the s-twisted Jacobi identity 4.6 , commutator formula 4.9 , and
Ž . Ž .iterate formula 4.13 hold in U V .s
We fix a graded vector space U of V such that either one of the twoq
equivalent conditions in Theorem 3.5 holds and, as before, we define the
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notion of standard monomial by choosing an ordered basis of U. Then we
have:
Ž .THEOREM 4.1. The standard monomials span a dense subspace of U V .s
Proof. One first establishes the twisted analogue of Lemma 3.8. The
Ž .proof of Lemma 3.8 goes through here if we use relation 4.13 in place of
Ž .3.10 . Then the proof of Theorem 3.10 goes through here with minor
changes.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 we have:
Ž .COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose that VrC V is finite-dimensional. Let W be a1
lowest weight s-twisted generalized V-module such that the lowest weight
Ž .subspace is finite-dimensional. Then W is a s-twisted ordinary V-module.
w x Ž .In DLM2 , an associative algebra A V was associated to a vertexs
operator algebra V and an automorphism of finite order, s of V, and a
natural one-to-one correspondence was constructed between the set of
equivalence classes of irreducible lowest weight generalized s-twisted
Ž .V-modules and the set of equivalence classes of irreducible A V -mod-s
ules on which the central element v acts as a scalar. It was proved in
w x Ž .DLM2 that the C -finiteness condition on V implies that A V is2 s
finite-dimensional. Then we immediately have:
Ž .COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose that VrC V is finite-dimensional. Then V2
has only finitely many irreducible lowest weight generalized s-twisted V-mod-
ules up to equi¤alence, and any lowest weight generalized s-twisted V-module
Ž .is a s-twisted ordinary V-module.
5. MINIMAL GENERATING SPACES FOR VERTEX
OPERATOR ALGEBRAS VL
Throughout this section L will be a fixed positi¤e-definite e¤en lattice.
w xWe first recall from FLM the main ingredients in the construction of
the vertex operator algebra V . Set h s C m L and extend the Z-form onL Z
Ã y1 Ãw xL to h. Let h s C t, t m h [ Cc be the affinization of h; i.e., h is a Lie
algebra with commutator relations
m n X ² X: Xw xt m h , t m h s md h , h c for h , h g h, m , n g Z, 5.1Ž .mq n , 0
Ãw xh, c s 0. 5.2Ž .
Ž . nWe also use the notation h n s t m h for h g h, n g Z.
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Set
Ã q Ã y y1 y1w x w xh s tC t m h, h s t C t m h. 5.3Ž .
Ã q Ã y Ã Ã y Ã yŽ . Ž .Then h and h are abelian subalgebras of h. Let U h s S h be the
Ã y Ãuniversal enveloping algebra of h . Consider the induced h-module
Ã Ã yM 1 s U h m C , S h linearly , 5.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .UŽCw t xmh[C c.
w xwhere C t m h acts trivially on C and c acts on C as multiplication by 1.
ÃLet L be the canonical central extension of L by the cyclic group
² :" 1
yÃ² :1 “ " 1 “ L “ L “ 1, 5.5Ž .
Ž . Ž .²a , b :with the commutator map c a , b s y1 for a , b g L. Let e:
Ã ² :L “ L be a section such that e s 1 and let e : L = L “ " 1 be the0
Ž .corresponding 2-cocycle; i.e., for a , b , g g L, e e s e a , b e . Thena b aqb
² :a , b
e a , b e b , a s y1 , 5.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
e a , b e a q b , g s e b , g e a , b q g 5.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for a , b , g g L.
ÃForm the induced L-module
Ã w xw x 4C L s C L m C , C L linearly , 5.8Ž . Ž .²"1:
w xwhere C ? denotes the group algebra and y1 acts on C as multiplication
Ã ÃŽ .  4by y1. For a g L, write i a for a m 1 in C L . Then the action of L on
Ã 4 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .C L is given by a ? i b s i ab and y1 ? i b s yi b for a, b g L.
 4 Ž . ² : Ž .Furthermore we define an action of h on C L by h ? i a s h, a i a for
h ²h, a:Ã Ž . Ž .h g h, a g L, and define z ? i a s z i a .
The underlying vector space for the vertex operator algebra V isL
Ã yw x 4V s C L m M 1 , C L m S h linearly , 5.9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .L C
Ã Ã h  4 Ž .and L, h, z , h g h, act naturally on V by acting on either C L or M 1L
as indicated above.
Ž .By identifying h g h with 1 m h y1 g V we consider h as a subspaceL
Ž .of V . The vertex operator Y h, z associated to h g h is given byL
Y h , z s h n zyny1. 5.10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
ngZ
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ÃŽ . Ž Ž . .That is, h s h n for n g Z. For a g L, the vertex operator Y i a , zn
Ž .associated to i a is
‘ ‘a yn a nŽ . Ž .
n yn aY i a , z s exp z exp z az . 5.11Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý Ýž / ž /n ynns1 ns1
 i < 4Let h i s 1, . . . , d be an orthonormal basis of h. Then the Virasoro
element of V is given byL
d
1 i iv s h y1 h y1 g V . 5.12Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý L2
is1
Clearly, V is linearly spanned by elementsL
¤ s i a m hi1 yn ??? hik yn 5.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 k
Ã Ž .for a g L, k g N, i F ??? F i , n , . . . , n g Z n ) 0 . We have1 k 1 k i
L 0 i a m hi1 yn ??? hik ynŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 k
1 i i1 k² :s a, a q n q ??? qn i a m h yn ??? h yn 5.14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1 k 1 k2
and
L y1 i a m hi1 yn ??? hik ynŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 k
i i i1 2 ks a y1 ¤ q n i a m h y1 y n h yn ??? h yn q ???Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 2 k
q n i a m hi1 yn ??? hiky 1 yn hik y1 y n 5.15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .k 1 ky1 k
Ž w x. ‘ Ž .cf. Do1 . Since L is positive-definite, we have V s [ V andL L Žn.ns0
Ž .V s C1.L Ž0.
Ã Ž .Suppose that h g h and a g L, by 2.4 . Then
² :h m , i a s a, h i a 5.16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n mqn
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for every m, n g Z because h 0 i a s h ? i a , and h i i a s 0 for i ) 0.
Ã y Ã yŽ . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .Let S h s i 1 m S h l V . The following lemma is a directq L q
Ž .consequence of 5.11 :
ÃLEMMA 5.1. For a, b g L, we ha¤e
‘ a ynŽ .
²a , b: nY i a , z i b s z exp z i ab . 5.17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýž /nns1
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In particular,
² :i a i b s 0 for n G y a, b , 5.18Ž . Ž . Ž .n
² :i a i b s i ab for n s y1 y a, b , 5.19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n
yÃ ² :i a i b g S h i ab for n - y1 y a, b . 5.20Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n q
Ž . Ž .Now we shall compute C V by finding a spanning set of C V among1 L 1 L
Ž . Ž .the elements of type 5.13 . Let ¤ , a, and k be as in 5.13 . Then we have
the following cases:
If k G 2, then
¤ s hi1 yn i a m hi2 yn ??? hik yn g C V ; 5.21Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 2 k 1 L
if k s 1 and a / 0, then
¤ s hi1 yn i a g C V ; 5.22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 L
Ž .if k s 1 and a s 0, but n s n G 2, then by 5.151
1
¤ s 1 m h yn s L y1 1 m h yn q 1 g C V ; 5.23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 Ln y 1
Ž .if k s 1, a s 0, n s 1, we get ¤ s 1 m h y1 s h g h.
ÃNow, consider the case when k s 0. If a s bc for some b, c g L such
² : Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .that b / 0, c / 0, and n s b, c G 0, then by 5.19 i a s i b i cyny1
Ž . Ž . Ž .g C V . Therefore, for a in L, i e g C V if there exists b g L1 L a 1 L
² :such that b / 0, a and a y b , b G 0 because
i e i e s e a y b , b i e .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ayb b a² :y1y ayb , b
This leads us to the following definition:
DEFINITION 5.2. We define
<² : 4F L s 0 / a g L a y b , b - 0 for every b / 0, a . 5.24Ž . Ž .
Ž .With the notion of F L , we have
 4i e g C V for a g L y F L j 0 . 5.25Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a 1 L
Ž .Let K be the subspace of C V linearly spanned by elements1 L
¤ s i a m hi1 yn hi2 yn ??? hik yn ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 k
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Ž . Ž . Ž .where either 1 k G 2, or 2 k s 1 and a / 0, or 3 k s 1 and a s 0 but
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .  4n G 2, or 4 ¤ s i a for a g L, a f F L j 0 . Then we have:1
Ž .PROPOSITION 5.3. C V s K.1 L
Ž . Ž .Proof. We must prove that C V : K. From 5.15 we have1 L
L y1 V : K . 5.26Ž . Ž .L
Ž .Then it suffices to show that u ¤ g K for every u, ¤ g V . We willy1 L q
show that u ¤ g K for every r G 1.yr
Observe that
hi1 ym ??? hi l ym ? V : K if m q ??? qm G 2, 5.27Ž . Ž . Ž .1 l L 1 l
hi1 ym ??? hi l ym ? V : K if m q ??? qm G 1. 5.28Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 l L 1 lq
Ã Ž . Ž .Claim I. If r G 1 and a, b g L with a / 0, b / 0, then i a i b g K.yr
Ã Ž Ž ..Let a, b g L with a / 0, b / 0. Then cf. 5.17
‘ a ynŽ .yrq²a , b: ni a i b s Res z exp z i ab . 5.29Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýyr z ž /nns1
² : Ž . Ž .If a, b G 0, then a q b f F L and a q b / 0, so i ab g K. Since by
Ã yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .5.28 S h K : K, we have i a i b g K.yr
² : Ž . Ž . Ž .If a, b - 0, then it follows from 5.29 that i a i b is a linearyr
combination of elements of the form
¤ s i ab m a yn ??? a yn , 5.30Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 k
² : Ž .with n q ??? qn s r y a, b y 1 G 1. If abs a q b / 0, then by 5.281 k
² :each such ¤ lies in K. If abs a q b s 0, then n q ??? qn s r q a, a1 k
Ž . Ž . Ž .y 1 G 2; hence by 5.27 each such ¤ lies in K. Thus i a i b g K. Theyr
proof of Claim I is complete.
ÃŽ . Ž .Claim II. i a V : K for r G 1 and a g L with a / 0.yr L q
ÃFor a g L with a / 0, set
<A s ¤ g V i a ¤ g K for r G 1 . 4Ž . Ž .yra L q
ÃŽ .By Claim I, i b g A for b g L with b / 0. Let ¤ g A , h g h, s G 1.a a
Ž .Then by 5.16
² :i a h ys ¤ s h ys i a ¤ y a , h i a ¤ g K . 5.31Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .yr yr yrys
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Ã yŽ . Ž .  4 Ž .So h ys ¤ g A . Since V s U h C L , we have A s V . This provesa L a L q
Claim II.
Ž .Claim III. u ¤ g K for any u, ¤ g V , r G 1.yr L q
Set
<B s u g V u V : K for r G 1 . 4Ž . Ž .L yr Lq q
ÃŽ . Ž .By 5.28 h : B and by Claim II, i a g B for a g L with a / 0. Let
Ž . Ž .u g B and h g h and r, s G 1. For ¤ g V , by the iterate formula 2.5 ,L q
we get
i yrqiyrh yr u ¤ s y1 h u ¤ y y1 u h ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ýys yryi ysqi yrysyi iž /i
iG0
5.32Ž .
Ž Ž ..Since h V : K for n G 2 from 5.27 , we have h u ¤ g K foryn L yryi ysqi
Ž Ž ..i ) 0. By assumption, we have u ¤ g K ; hence h u ¤ g K by 5.28 .ys yr ys
Thus, for any i G 0,
h u ¤ g K .yr ys
Ž i. Ž i. Ž .For each i G 0, write h ¤ s l 1 q f , where l g C and f g V . Byi i i L q
Ž i. Ž .assumption, we have u f g K. Since L y1 V : K, we haveyrysyi L
1
u l 1 s l L y1 u 1 g K .Ž . Ž .yrysyi i i yrysyiq1r q s q i y 1
Ž Ž . . Ž .Then u h ¤ g K. Therefore h yr u ¤ : K. We have h yr u g B.yrysyi i ys
Ã yŽ .  4 Ž .Again, since V s S h C L , we get B s V . This proves Claim IIIL L q
and concludes the proof of Proposition 5.3.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 5.4. Let U s h q Ý Ci e . Then V s U [a g F ŽL. a L q
Ž .C V . Consequently, U is a minimal generating subspace of weak PBW type1 L
for V .L
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Choose a basis M of V out of elements 5.13 with a s i eL q a
Ž . Ž . Ž .for a g L. Clearly, V s U [ C V because the basis M of V isL q 1 L L q
the disjoint union of two sets, one of them spanning U and the other
Ž .spanning K s C V .1 L
w xRemark 5.5. In DLM4 , in order to characterize the quotient space
Ž .V rC V , which has a Poisson algebra structure, a subset of L biggerL 2 L
Ž .than F L was defined.
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Ž . Ž .Next, we present some properties of F L , which are shared by finite
Ž w x.root systems cf. Hum .
Ž .PROPOSITION 5.6. The subset F L of a positi¤e-definite e¤en lattice L
Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfies the following properties: i F L is finite and spans L o¤er Z; ii if
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a g F L , n g Z, then na g F L if and only if n s "1; iii F L is
Ž .stable under the action of the automorphism group of the lattice L; and iv
² : ² : Ž .a , b - a , a for a , b g F L , a / b.
Proof. Let n s rank L and let a , . . . , a be n orthogonal elements of1 n
Ž .L, which are Q-linearly independent in Q m L. Let a g F L . If a / "aZ i
² :for any i, the a . a , " a - 0 for every i. Thusi i
<² : < ² :a , a - a , a 5.33Ž .i i i
< <for every i. Then a s c a q ??? qc a with c - 1 for 1 F i F n.1 1 n n i
Ž .  4 Ž .Therefore, F L y "a , . . . , " a is finite, so F L is finite.1 n
Ž .Set E s ZF L : L. If E / L, let a be an element of L y E with the
Ž .smallest norm. Since a f F L , there is b g L such that b / 0, a and
² :a y b , b G 0. Since
² : ² : ² : ² :a , a s a y b , a y b q 2 a y b , b q b , b ,
both a y b and b have norms smaller than the norm of a , so a y b and
b lie in E. Thus a g E. This is a contradiction.
Let G be the symmetry group of the lattice L. It follows directly from
Ž . Ž . Ž .the definition of F L that GF L s F L . Since y1 is an automor-
Ž . Ž .phism of the lattice L, ya g F L if a g F L . For any n G 2, we have
² : Ž . Ž . Ž .na y a , a ) 0. Thus na f F L , and hence yna f F L . Part iv
follows directly from the definition.
The following lemma claims that nonzero elements of L with minimal
Ž .norm are in F L .
² :  4LEMMA 5.7. Suppose that a , a G 2k for e¤ery a g L y 0 , where k is
Ž .a fixed positi¤e integer. Then L : F L , where2 k
<² : 4L s a g L a , a s 2k . 5.34Ž .2 k
Proof. Suppose that a g L and b g L. Then2 k
² : ² : ² : ² :2k s a , a s a y b , a y b q 2 a y b , b q b , b .
² : ² : ² :If b / 0, a , then b , b , a y b , a y b G 2k, so 2 a y b , b F y2k
Ž .- 0. Thus a g F L .
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Ž .Next we shall find F L for some special L.
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let F be a simply laced root system and let k be a
' 'Ž .positi¤e integer. Set L s Z k F. Then F L s L s k F.2 k
' 'Ž . Ž .Proof. It follows directly from the definition that F k L s k F L
for any L. Thus it suffices to prove the proposition for k s 1. Since
Ž .F s L , we have F : F L by Lemma 5.7.2
Ž . Ž .Assume that F L / F, and consider any b g F L y F. For a g F,
² :we have b " a , . a - 0, so
² : ² : ² :y2 s y a , a - b , a - a , a s 2. 5.35Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .Let W be the Weyl group of F. Then WF L s F L and W F L y F
Ž .s F L y F. Choose a Weyl chamber so that F s F j F . Let Q sq y q
Ž w x.Z F . Using Q , we can define a partial order on L cf. Hum, K . Let bq q q
be a maximal element of the orbit Wb. Since, for a g F,
² :r b s b y b , a a g Wb ,Ž .a
² :where r is the reflection associated to a , we have b , a G 0 fora
Ž .a g F . Then by 5.35q
² :b , a s 0 or 1 for every a g F . 5.36Ž .q
Ž . Ž .By Lemma 5.1, 5.35 , and 5.36 we obtain
i e i e s 0 for g g F , n G 1, 5.37Ž . Ž . Ž .g bn
i e i e s 0 for a g F . 5.38Ž . Ž . Ž .a b q0
Ž w x. Ž .It is known cf. FLM that the weight 1 subspace V carries theL Ž1.
structure of a Lie algebra g and that V is a module for the affine LieL
Žalgebra g. Since L is a root lattice, V is an irreducible g-module cf.Ã ÃL
w x.FLM, Proposition 7.2.7 ; hence 1 is the only highest weight vector up to
Ž . Ž . Ž .scalar multiple. However, 5.37 and 5.38 imply that i e is a highestb
1Ž . ² :weight vector with wt i e s b , b ) 0 in V for the affine Lieb L2
Ž w x.algebra g cf. K . This is a contradiction.Ã
Remark 5.9. In proving the result above, one can instead finish the
argument by checking case by case that there does not exist 0 / b g L
² :such that b , a s 0 or 1 for every a g F . Here we chose to use theq
g-module structure on V to avoid checking cases.Ã L
w x Ž .Remark 5.10. It is known B that VrL y1 V has a Lie algebra
w xstructure with u, ¤ s u ¤ for u, ¤ g V, where a denotes the coset a q0
Ž .L y1 V for a g V. Since
u ¤ w s ¤ u w q u ¤ wŽ .0 y1 y1 0 0 y1
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Ž . Ž . Ž .for u, ¤ , w g V, C V rL y1 V is an ideal. Thus VrC V has a natural1 1
Lie algebra structure. Let U be a graded vector subspace of V such that
Ž .V s U [ C V . Since there is a natural linear bijection from U toq 1
Ž .VrC V , U carries a Lie algebra structure. In particular, if V s V , then1 L
Ž .U s h q Ý Ci e has a Lie algebra structure, which is given asa g F ŽL. a
Ž .follows: For h g h, a , b g F L ,
² :h , i e s a , h i e , 5.39Ž . Ž . Ž .a a
² :i e , i e s e a , b i e if a , b s y1, a q b g F L ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a b aqb
5.40Ž .
² :i e , i e s 0 if a , b s y1, a q b f F L ,Ž . Ž . Ž .a b
5.41Ž .
² :i e , i e s 0 if a , b / y1, a q b / 0,Ž . Ž .a b
5.42Ž .
² :i e , i e s a if a , a s 2, 5.43Ž . Ž . Ž .a ya
² :i e , i e s 0 if a , a ) 2. 5.44Ž . Ž . Ž .a ya
Ž .This calculation uses Lemma 5.1 and the fact that K s C V , i.e.,1 L
Ž .Proposition 5.3. If L s Z L , then U s V is a semisimple Lie algebra2 L Ž1.
w xFLM, Chap. 6 . However, if L / Z L , by calculating the kernel of the2
Killing form, one sees that U has a nontrivial radical, which contains ea
Ž .for every a g F L y L .2
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